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Abstrcct 

In this paper, we consider the use of bounded-deterioration quasi
l,e\.lton t:ietbods implemented in floating-point arithmetic to find solu
tions to F (x) = 0 -where only inaccurate F-values are available. Our 
analysis is for the case where the relative error in Fis less than one. 
We obtain theorems specifying local rates of improvement and limiting 
accuracies depending on the nearness to Newton's method of the basic 
algorithm, the accuracy of its iIDplementation, the relative errors in 
the function values, the accuracy of the solutions of the linear systems 
for the Newton steps, and the unit-rounding errors in the . addition of 
the Newton steps. 
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1. Int.,.oductjop 

This paper 1.s the first of several anticipated reports on the 

effects of inaccuracy. computational or otherwise. on quasi-Newton 

methods for solving nonlinear algebraic equations. In this report. we 

consider bounded-deterioration quasi-Newton methods and discuss the 

effects on their performance of inaccuracy from all sources. including 

not only computer arithmetic. but also the differences between the ideal 

problemp its mathematical model. and the computer implementation of the 

model. In later work. we will explore in greater depth tpe effects of 

specific sources of inaccuracy on the performance of particular least

change secant methods; in fact. we will suggest modifications of the 

standard versions of these methods which enable. them to deal more effec

tively with certain types of inaccuracy. Here• however. our concern is 

.,,ith the general case. and our objective is to investigate rates of 

improvement and limiting accuracies that can be obtained near solutions. 

We ""ould like eventually to provide heuristics for deciding bow accu

rately the nonlinear residuals must be evaluated at the current point in 

order to illlprove the solution estimate. This would be very useful for 

certain parameter identification problems in which a system of differen

tial equations must be integrated numerically to compute the residuals 

at the current parameter estimates. and the cost of. the integration 

escalates with the required accuracy. 

Urabe (1956). Collatz (1966). Lancaster (1966). and Ypma (1983) 

also have considered the same kinds of effects on general iterative 

methods. Glad aDd Goldstein 0977) have considered the effects of 

objective function inaccuracy on the uocoostrained minimization problem. 

...... 
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They suggested an algorithm to achieve a limiting accuracy consistent 

.:itb ours and with tbe limiting accuracy expression obtained by Ypma. 

Al tbougb tbe ;..,ork was done independently. our results are especially 

close to Ypma's, but be follows the tradition of the earlier papers on 

general methods in relating each term in tbe iteration sequence being 

generated to tbe iterate that would be generated were there no errors. 

This approach may be the reason wby our results, based directly on the 

computed sequence, are more easily applicable to methods with memory 

such as Broyden's method. In fact, applicability to the sparse Broyden 

method was our guiding light, and it will be a particular focus of sub

sequent work. 

Tbe problem of interest here is the following: 

Prob J i:>p. 

(1.1) 

The function F can be thought of as tbe idealized problem being modeled 

on tbe computer, or as the problem actually on the computer, but ~hose 

values are being approximated to be used by implementations of methods 

which are modeled after Newton's .method. Accordingly, the following is 

assumed for the idealized problem throughout the sequel: 

Ihe standard hypothesis. Let F be differentiable in an open convex 

neighborhood n of a point x* € R0 
f~r which F(x*) = 0 and F'(x*) is non

singular. Let Y ~ 0 and p € (0, l] be such that for x € .0., 

where 

R.nxn. 

D . . 
I· I denotes a norm on :R. and its subordinate operator norm on 

-· 
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This standard bypotbesis is sufficient to insure that sequences of 

iterates produced by Newton's method converge locally to x* with q-order 

(1 + p). (See, for e:r.ample, Dennis and Schnabel (1983) or Ortega and 

Rbeinboldt (1970).) 

The metbods of interest for solving (1.1) numerically are iterative 

methods of the general quasi-Newton form 

(1.2) 

1.n '1.'hich Bk is regarded as an approximation of the Jacobian matrix 

( Since our concern here is with local behavior• we consider 

only situations in wbich the full step -B~1F(xk) would be taken for each 

k, if it could be computed). For generality. it is desirable to specify 

as little as possible about the manner in which the approximate Jacobi

ans Bk in (1.2) are chosen; but for applicability of tbe results, it is 

useful to give some carefully chosen structure to the approximation 

rule. Otherwise, each application ends up requiring a contextual reproof 

of tbe general result. Therefore, we assume that there is some non

singular matrix B* and an update fupction O, defined in a neighborhood 

n nXD f c· B ) d. b . l b .. h . b f 'DnXD N £ i. x i. . o x* , * an aving va ues 'W ic a~e su sets o ... • 

such that Bk+l £ U(~k , B.k) ·for each k provided (xk, Bk) £ N. 

The notion of an update function bas proved to be very useful in 

the analysis of quasi-NewtoD methods (see Broyden-Dennis-More (1973) or 

Dennis and Walker ( 1981)). It provides aD essentially completely gen

eral framework within which all of the popular and successful. quasi

Newton methods can be described. Io understand the role of B*, one 

should think of it as being a distinguished approxiIDation of F'(x*) 

a:mong some set of allowable approximaots. For example~ in the case of 

-
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the nonlinear Jacobi iteration (see Ortega and Rbeinboldt (1970)), iD 

,.,hich each Bk is a diagonal matrix having the same diagonal as F'(xk) .. 

one might take B* to be the diagonal matrix having the same diagonal.as 

Ft(x*). In many applications, one naturally takes B* = F'(x*). 

Our concern here is ,.,ith the effects of the inaccuracies -which 

inevitably appear in any practical implementation of an iteration (1.2) 

to solve (l.l). These inaccuracies can arise from the following 

sources: the evaluation of an approxmation to F(xk)" the solution of a 

-1 
linear system to obtain the step -Bk F(xk), the addition of the step to 

~ to obtain xk+l' and the determination of Bk+l from O(xk, Bk). While 

in.:,ccuracy can potentially cause problems at any stage of an iteration 

(1.2), it -will almost certainly degrade the performance of the iteration 

near x*. In particular, if the iterates approach, but never equal x*, 

then we -will see below that inaccuracy in (1.2) causes the· speed of 

their approac~ _to decrease until, ultimately, further iterations can no 

longer be guaranteed to produce additional accuracy in the iterates. 

Thus, it is more appropriate to call our results lac'al im;proyemept 

theare:os rather than local coriyen:ence theorems. 

Our specific purpose · in this paper is to investigate the local 

:i.mprovement properties of an iteration (1.2) in the presence of inaccu

racy. ln the follo-wing, we first offer a general model of a practical 

i.JDplementation of ( 1.2) which takes into account inaccuracies arising 

from the sources listed above. Then we analyze the performance of this 
I 

model near x to determine :rates of improvement, or convergence, and * . 
limiting accu"racies that can ultimately be obtained. As they should,· 

the results of our analysis reduce to the standard results (see Theorem 

-
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A2.l of Dennis and Walker (1981)) for an iteration (1.2) when no inaccu

racy is present. Finally, to illustrate the range of our results and to 

place them in some perspective, we consider the special case of station

ary iteration for linear systems; for example, the analysis given here 

is essentially a generalization of tbat of Moler (1967) for LU iterative 

improvement. 

2. Local Improvement ApaJvsis 

Our model of a practical implementation of (1.2) which takes inac

curacy into account is the following: 

Ite.,.etion 2..1. Given x
0 

and B
0

, do the following until satisfied or no 

longer feasible: 

(2.1.i) Call for F(xk) and receive Fk = F(xk) + N(xk). 

(2.1.ii) If k > 0, then compute Bk which differs from an element of 

~(xk-1, Bk-1) by~· 

(2.l.iii) Ask for the solution of Bksk = -Fk and gets~, the solution 

of (Bk+ tk)sk = -Fk. 

(2 .l. iv) Try to add sk to xk and get xk+l = (I + I'k)(xk + sk) for a 

diagonal matrix I"k. 

In (2.l.i), N(xk) is to be thought of as nnoise" or inaccuracy 

associated -with the computation an·d. approximation of F(xk). Our assump

tions on ~(xk) are flexible enough for it to be regarded as the combina

tion of noise from all the relevant sources that account for the differ-

ence between Fk and F(xk). For example, if (1.1) is of the form G(x) -· 

b = O, ~here G models some phenomenon and bis data, then N(x) can be 

...... 
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regarded at the choice of the user as a combination of any or all of the 

follo~ing: the modeling error in G, the errors in the computer evalua

tion of G, the data errors in b, and the cancellation error in forming 

G(x) - b. 

Our results are for the setting where F can be evaluated to at 

least one significant figure for any iterate from which improvement is 

expected on performing the next iteration. There is a considerable body 

of literature on stoc;ha st-j c gp;p,..o;x i:n;rt i op algorithms, which are intended 

for use in solving (1.1) when N(xk) is random noise, i.e., an observa

tion on a random variable (see Young (1976)). The algorithms considered 

here are not at all intended to be regarded as stochastic approximation 

algorithms, although the case in which N(xk) is random noise is cer

tainly not meant to be excluded. In practice, stochastic approximation 

algorithms are perhaps of greatest interest wben N(xk) is likely to be 

fairly large_ ~e_l~tive to F(xk), and here we wish to study the effects of 

relatively small amounts of noise on quasi-Newton methods, since these 

methods are in common use for problems in which such noise occurs. 

Similarly, ~ .in (2.l. ii) is to be thought of as inaccuracy in the 

determination of Bk. For the purposes of this paper, one can regard it 

as the least troubling of the inaccuracy terms in IteratioD 2.1; how

ever, we feel that it should not be omitted altogether. There are two 

cases iD which it seems fair to take~= O. The first is the obvious 

one i-o which Bk = Bk-l' an option allowed in many implementations of . 

methods of the form (1.2). The second is that in which Bk is determined 

in a manner independent of Bk-l' e.g., as an analytic or finite

difference evaluation of F'(xk). In this case. one can choose to regard 
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Bk as b~ing exact ~ith any inaccuracy incurred in its evaluation 

absorbed in bk in (2.1.iii). Also. it is sometimes possible by increas

ing the constants to absorb 1"1K into the bounded deterioration assump

tions on U. In the follo;.,ing. ;.,e suggest thinking of ~ and ~ as 

separate. 

Ibe effect of Akin (2.1.iii) on the iteration depends on the size 

-1 
of Bk Ak. which in practice depends on the stability of the linear solu-

tion algorithm. the arithmetic in which it is implemented. and the con

ditioning of Bk w'ith respect to inversion. We are not concerned here 

;.;itb the particular solution algorithm used. so long as it is stable. 

-1 and so we hypothesize a uniform bound !Bk Aki Sp< 1. In practice pis 

usually much smaller than l; and one can properly regard it as such in 

tbe following. The assumption that pis independent of k is reasonable. 

because for many algorithms implemented in arithmetic with unit rounding 

error €A" one bas 

(2.2) 

independent of the right-hand side of the linear equation being solved. 

embodies dependence on k,. but -we observe in 

·Theorem 2 .5 and Remark l below 

bounded locally. Consequently. 

-1 
that { I Bk I} and { !Bk I} stay uniformly 

-1 
our hypothesis on IBk Aki seems sound. 

In fact. it is reasonable to think of p = K(B*)€A in the context of this 

paper. 

Ibe term I\ in ( 2 .1. iv) is intended to account for error incurred 

in adding xk to skin floating-point arithmetic with unit rounding error 

€A" and so we assume that IT'kl ~ €A. 

-
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lt is ccrnvenient to establish t~o technical le:Jmas before introduc

ing our main result. 

Onder the standard hypothesis, for any x £ n. 

Proof: 

1 
= I{ )[F'(x - te) - F'(x*)Jdt}el 

0 

and the result follows from elementary calculus. 

Our second lemma is intended to shed light on the change in the 
·- - -·· -

error in successive approximate solutions at a single step of an itera

tioo of the form (2.1). ·For convenience and clarity, we _introduce a 

nsingle-step iterationn and direct the lemma toward it. Note that the 

constants r and r * need not be less than l. We wil,l fol low the lemma 

"'itb a simple illustrative example. 

Ite,.a,tion ,2, • .3.. Suppose that x and Bare given. 

(2.3.i) Call for F(x) and receive F = F(x) + N(x). 

(2.3.ii) Ask for the solution of Bs = -F and ge~ s,. the solution of 

(B + A)s ::: -F. 

(2.3.iii) Try to adds to x and get x+ =(I+ I")(x + s) for a diagonal 

matrix I". 

--

,. 
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Let F satisfy the standard hypothesis and let B* E: Rnxn 

have tbe property that exists and II - B:
1r1 (z*)I $ r*. Let 

be positive constants sucb that 

IN(:x)I ~ EFIF(x)I. and EA!x*I $ rAlx - x*I. Suppose also that B 

satisfies !B - B* I ~ 6 < 1/ IE:1
1 • .....,hich implies that B is invertible. 

-1 . 
and that IB Al $ p < 1. Then Iteration 2.3 is ~ell defined and 

Ix+ - x*! S rlx - x*I. ~here 

r = 
l + EA -1 -1 

-1 {[ Cl -p ) I B * 16 + p J I B * F' ( x * ) I 
(1-p) (1- IB* 16) 

_1 Y(l+EF)lx-x*lp 
+ I B * I [ p + 1 + EF IF' ( x *) I J} + ( 1 + €A) r * + r A. 

Proof. 

and F'* = F'(x*). Note that since 

-1 B exists and is given by 

.·----

{2.4) 

From the Neumann series. 

one obtains 

(2.5) 

SiIDilarly. since IB-1AI Sp< 1. (B + A)-l exists and is given by 

(2.6) 

and one can ~rite 

• 

• --
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(2.7) 

~ith (2.4) and (2.5)> one obtaiDs from (2.7) that 

(B + A)-l = B-l - [I+ B-l(B - B )J-l B-l(B - B )B-l 
* * * * * * 

-(I+ B-lA)-lB-lA[I ~ B:1(B·- B*)]-lB:1• 
( 2. 8) 

Also, it follows from (2.4) that 

IB-11 8 
s l - ~6 

and from this inequality and (2.6) that 

l(B + .6)-ll S 
(l - p)Cl - .~6)" 

( 2. 9) 

Since (B + A)-l e~ists, lteratioD 2.3 is well-defined and yields 

X : 
+ 

(1 + I1){x - (B + A)-l[F(x) + N(x)J}, 

from whicb it follows that 

• 

Substituting (2.8) in this expression gives 

and using (2.9) and Lemma 2.2. one obtains 

• 

• 
.... 
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We are used to thinking of relative errors, so €Fis easily inter

preted, and rA is just the ratio of the best possible relative error EA 

~n representing x* to the relative error in the current approximator x. 

When (2.2) is applied to a function whose values are more inaccu-

rate than one supposes, or when the naive user asks for excessive accu

racy in x, typical behavior is for the iteration sequence to thrash 

around and neither converge nor diverge. Often. this behavior is misdi

agnosed as failure to provide a sufficiently good initial guess. The 

preceding lemma suggests an alternate explanation which 'We will illus-

trate with a simple example. . . 
Consider F(x) = :x2 

- 2. and suppose that the subroutine to evaluate F 

is implemented in 3-digit arithmetic. by which we mean that xis rounded 

to 3 decimal digits. x2 is likewise rounded. and 2 is subtracted. In 

order to isolate the influence of function inaccuracy on local behavior, 

we will use Newton's method and arithmetic of sufficient accuracy so 

that x+, defined ~ith the given inaccurate F. is correctly computed to 6 

decimal digits. This causes r, the rate of improvement in the above 

lemma, to be simplified in each step of the example • 
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indication of problems. Indeed. there "1ere none since 

x
1 

= 1.5. le 1 I : .061. was a good step. -5 we found r A :: 8. 2xl0 • F 
1 

= .25. 

€F = 0. again no indication of problems. And we r:iacie a good step. to 

x
2
=1.416667. so !e

2
1: .0017. This time 

EF: 1.9: r. which predicts le3 1 : .0032. 

-3 
r A : 2. 9xl0 • F 2 = .02 • 

If we only kne\i' it. we 

should. stop here since r > l. As predicted. the error did increase t.ith 

x
3

=1.409600. But this time. 

Notice that we have now been thrown out far enough from x* so 

the cancellation error in F(x) is not as bad. and 

r - EF - .23. - - Ibis predicts le 4 !:: .23 le3 1:: .00076, and in fact. 

Now ;.ie are too close again. and € - 2 .3 - r. 
F - -

This 

behavior continued tbro~gb the eight iterations we made with x
5

• x
6 

mov

ing away until ~6 bad a relative error EF: .23, ;.ihich was sufficient to 

make x7 mov~-~~ck toward x*. but then F7 bad a relative error £F 

and x
8 

moved off again. 

2.4 

Theorem 2.5 below is our main result. In it, we assume that there 

is a norm 11 •II on Jtnxn in which a boupd"'d deterioration inequality 

(2.10) holds for the update function D. This assumption is not a seri

ous restriction. because the update functions appropriate for esseo

tially all of the popular and successful quasi-Newton. methods exhibit 

such bounded deterioration (see Broyden-Deonis-More (197 3)). The theorem 

asserts that the iterates xk will improve as approximations to x* at a 

q-linear rate until one of three conditions is violated. These condi-

tions can be categorized as representing respectively: the inaccuracies 

of the problem (condition (ii)). the inaccuracies in the basic algorithm 

• 

• 
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(condition (iii)), and the ratio of the accuracy of the current iterate 

to tbe unit rounding error of the arithmetic of the implementation (con

dition ( i)). One interpretation of tbe theorem is that suggested by 

Le=wa 2.4 and the example above: If the relative errors in~ and Fk are 

not too great, and if Bk is a sufficiently good approximate Jacobian, 

then one can expect the step to xk+l to be an improvement. An alternate 

to this one-step interpretation is to think of choosing a good enough 

basic algorithm. implementing it with sufficient accuracy. and supplying 

it with accurate enough function values, so that improvement is obtained 

€ 

at a fast enough rate r until condition ( i) with rA = _J:._l - is the first 
re x 

to fail. where relx is the user supplied convergence condition on 

lxk - x.,.. I 

lx*I 

In Theorem 2 .S, we let It denote a constant for which IA I S I\.! IA! I 

f A nnxn or every~£ A • 

Ib"'otem 2...~. 
nXD Let F satisfy the standard hypothesis and let B* £ R 

-1 -1 
have the property that B* exists and II - B* F'(x*)I Sr*< l. Let O be 

. - . 
defined in a neighborhood N = N1 x N2 of (x* , B*) wbere N1 c: .0 and .N2 

. . 
contains only nonsingular matrices. Assume that there are nonnegative 

constants al, a2 .such that for each 

-1 . 
(x • B) £ N and x+ = x - B F(x), every B+ £ O(x. B) satisfies 

(2.10) 

- . 
negative constants such that p <land 

-
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Then for any r such that r
0 

< r < 1 and any€ • 6 such that 
r r 

(c) 

the follo~ing is true: 

If l x0 - :x* I s E:r aDd I B0 - B* l s 6r, then any iteratioD of the form 
... -, 

(2.1) ~itb !Bk-Aki Sp aDd II"kl S €A is well defined aDd satisfies 

(2 .11) 

until the first value of k ~ 0 for which one of the· followiDg fails to 

hold: 

. . 

(ii) IN(xk)I ~ E:FIF(xk)I; 

(iii) if k > 0, then 

+ 

where 

k 
>= 

i=l 

a2 6r 
I IM.11 + - Ix - :x Ip s -. 

i p O * ~~ l-r 

• 

·" 

• 
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"t = 

In light of (2.11) and the hypotheses of the theorem, one 

sees that not only !Bkl but also IB~1 1, !Bk+ bkl. and !(Bk+ bk)-ll are 

bounded independent of k as long as (i), (ii), and (iii) bold. 

Suppose tbat for 

exactly (so that N(xk) = 0 and 

each k, F(xk) and Bk are determined 

~ = 0) and the step sk. which may be 

determined inexactly. is added exactly to xk (so that I"k = 0). Then one 

can take EF =EA= 0 and obtain from the conclusion of the theorem that 

{xk} converges to x* q-linearly with rate constant at ~ost r, provided 

a2 6 
l lB - B 11 + - Ix - x Ip s ....E. 

0 * p O * 't'Il,.. 1-r 

Proof. Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem bold and that 

lx0 - x*l s :r __ and !B 0 - B*l s 6r for some r such that r 0 < r < l and 

some positive t • 6 satisfying (a), (b), and (c). We prove the theorem 
r r 

by induction on k. 

If (i) and (ii) bold fork= 0 (and if IB~1tol Sp and II1ol ~ EA), 

then an iteration of the _ form (2 .1) is well-defined for k = 0 and 

As an inductive hypothesis, suppose that for some j > O, an itera

tion of the fonD (2.l) is well-defined and satisfies (2.11) fork= O, 

.... j-1. One has that 

for k = 0, ••• , j- l. 

(2.12) 

If B. is determ.ined as in (2.l.ii). then (2.12) 
J 

-
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and repeated applications of (2.10) yield 

...,here 

11 B . - B* 11 
J 

"t' jk = 
1. if k = 0 

k 
n [l + o:1rp( j-i) l:x

0
-:i:*IPJ. if l ~ks j. 

i=l 

It follo...,s from (2.13) that 

Consequently, if ( iii) lS satisfied for k=j. then 

I B • B*I s 6 -1 
exists. If ( i) and (ii) are also satisfied for and B . 

J r J 

(and ff 
-1 Sp and II" . I s E.A) • 2.4 implies k = J "lB . t:. • I then Lemma that 
J J J 

x. 
1 

is -well-defined.- by (2.1.iii) and (2.l.iv) and satisfies 
J+ 

Ix j+l - x* I ~ r Ix j - x* I. This completes the induction. and the 

theorem is proved. 

.3. Stationar~ iteration· .li2.I.·)inear svsterns 

'We now consider the special case of (1. l) in which the system to be 

solved is linear. i.e., F(x) = Ax - b for A £ i..nxn and b £ ~n. '.the 

iterati~n of interest is a stationary iteration 

. b" b B L ~nxn ltl 'W l.C ~ a. is 

Of course. 

a convenient invertible approximation of 

this iteration is J
0

ust (1.2) -with B = B for ·k 

-

... 

' ' 

.. 
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each k. Cla.ssical ex2.!Dples of such ao iteration are Jacobi iteration, 

Gauss-Seidel iteration, and iterative refinement. lo theory, the coo-

vergeoce properties of this iteration are determined by bow well B 

approximates A. For example, iterative refinement in its ideal form 

uses B = A and therefore produces the exact solution in one step if no 

inaccuracy enters the iteration. Io practice, of course, inaccuracy not 

only affects the rate of improvement of the iterates but also the limit

ing accuracy that can be obtained. 

we discuss belo;.; the implications of the results of ~be preceding 

section for ao iteration of this type. Our practical model is that 

obtained from Iteration 2 .1 in the case of interest, i.e., tbe follow-

ing: 

Given :x
0

, do the follo~ing until satisfied: 

(3.1.ii) Ask for the solution of Bsk = -Fk and get sk, the solution of 

(B + .6k) 6 k = -~k. 

(3.1.iii) Try to add sk to xk and get •k+l = (I+ I\Hxk + sk) for a 

diagonal matrix I"k. 

The development here parallels -and extends to a large extent the treat

ment of iterative refinement by Moler (1%7). lo part~cular, Iteration 

3.1 reduces to his model ~hen B = A; and our results share many of the 

same essential features in this case. 

Our objective is to determine rates of improvement and limits of 

-1 accuracy that can be obtained by Iteration 3.1 near x* = A b. Our plan· 

is first to apply Theorem 2 .5 in a straightforward ;.;ay and then to 

...... 
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obtain more refined conclusions by making more specific assumptions 

about the context in which the iteration is carried out and looking more 

closely at the bounds p and €F. One bas quite a bit of flexibility in 

applying Theorem 2.5, most of it centering around the choice of B*. For 

example, B* can be taken to be ft(x*) = A (even if this matrix can not be 

observed), or the representation o; A in tbe computer, if this differs 

from A, or the matrix Bused to define the iteration matrix. In fact, it 

might be of interest to take B* to be the matrix that would define an 

ideal iteration matrix and let B be the product of its computed factors. 

We leave the full exploration of these possibilities to the reader and 

take .B* = B below, a choice which gives the sharpest results in the cases 

which we believe will most often be of interest. 

II -

We apply Theorem 2.5 with Ft(:x*) = A, B* = B, and )' = 6r = O. If 

-1 B Al = r* <land if EA, p, EF, and rA are non-negative constants 

such that p <·land 

(3.2) 

then Theorem 2.5 immediately . iillplies that for any x0, Iteration 3.1, 

with IB-lAkl Sp and II"kl ~ ·£A' is well-defined and the iterates {xk} 

satisfy lxk+l - :x* I s r O lxk ~ :x* I as long as both I N(xk) I s EF IF(xk) I and 

t: A l x * I S r A I xk - x * I • 

We note in passing that if one makes the alternative choices 

F'(x ) = B = A, Y = O= r , and 6 = IB - A I, then for appropriate 
* * * r . . . 

EF, rA, and 6r, Theorem 2.5 yields the linear convergence rate constant 

(1 + E ) 
_____ A __ -

1
--[(l - p)IA-l 16 + p + Ef(A)J + rA • 

(l - p)(l - IA l6r) r 

-

,. 

. • 
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But this rate constant is at least as great as r 0 given by (3.2). since 

To draw more refined conclusions. let us consider more closely the 

two terms in brackets in (3.2). which are associated with the inaccuracy 

in evaluating F and tbe inaccuracy in solving linear systems with coef

ficient matrix A. Below. we obtain more detailed results by determining 

a useful expression for p and then deriving a reasonable value of EF 

such that IN(xk)I ~ EFIF(xk)I whenever EAl:x*I ~ rAlxk-:x*I. We will then 
. . 

be able to determine bow much improvement, if any. can be guaranteed by 

EA 
an iteration of (3.1) when there is a relative error of at least l.Il 

rA 

xk. As is customary in discussions of iterative refinement, we assume 

that all computation except that involved in the computatiori of F is 

done in some n..,orking precision" aritbmetic, while an approximate value 

of Fis determined in some other (perhaps higher) precision arithmetic, 
. 

and then rounded to working precision. In the following, we take 

El = EA to be the unit rounding error in the working precision arith

metic and deno_te by E2 the unit rounding error in the: arithmetic used in 

the evaluation of F. For convenience, we also assume that I· I is the 

1 vector norm, i.e., that 
00 

!vi= m~:xlvil for v = (v1., ••• ,vn)T E :R.n., 
l. 

although the results below bold without substantive change for any vec-

tor norm. 

Io determine a useful expression for p, we suppose either that one 

of the standard factorization techniques is applied to B in aritbmetic 

with unit rounding error E 1• or that B is already given in factored 

--
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form. ln tbe first case. (2.2) bolds "l.'ith Bk = B and E.A = E. 1 , aDd so 

one need take p no greater than ¢(n)K(B)€
1

• With I • I tbe 1 norm. m 

¢(n) rarely exceeds n
2 

in practice and is often of order unity (Wilkin

son (1 %5) ).. At any rate. one should be able to take l1 far less than 

one unless A is very ill-conditioned. 

Moler(l967) and simply write 

For convenience. we follow 

p = pK(B)fl (3.3) 

for an appropriate value of p. e.g., for the smallest p such that 

IB-lf\l s pK(B)fl for all k. In the second case. one should bave 

l~-lf\l s pK(B)El 'With a relatively small value of p, since Ak only 

accounts for the small errors in solving the factor systems. Ihus -we 

express p by (3.3) in either case. 

To determine EF. we take the novel point of view that Fk is deter

mined in (3 .l. i) by performing an inaccurate evaluation of a function 

- - ~ . - n xn ~ n · F(x) = AX - o def i.ned by. A E R and o € :i -which are regarded as 

approximations of A and b, respectively. ln practice, A and b arise as 

inaccurate representations within a computer of some ideal A and basso-

ciated with a problem of interest. For example, A might be the 

floating-point representations of measured values of some independent 

variables A that produced observations whose floating~point representa

tions are b of some dependent variable b. This point of view is taken 

not only for tbe sake of generality but also.to illustrate another point 

which we feel is very important: the treatment of inaccuracy given here 

allows consideration of the inaccuracy which arises from the formulation 

of a problem itself, i.e., from the difference between the problem which 

one actually tries to solve and the problem which one ideally would like 

' 

• 
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to solve. Of course, it 1.s always possible to take A= A and b = b, which 

is the traditional way. Proceeding from this point of view, we denote 

tbe inaccuracy l.D tbe evaluation of F(xk) by N(xk) and have 

Fk = F(xk) + N_(xk) = F(xk) + N(xk), where 

(3 .4) 

Under the supposition that e:1 1 x* I S r A I xk - x* I, we derive reason

able relative bounds on IF(xk) - F(xk)-1 and IN(xk) (. ln order to arrive 

at relatively simple inequalities which embody essential qualitative 

features, a few somewhat generous substitutions are made below. Also. 

it' is assumed from here on that either b ~ 0 or b = b io order that the 

error in b as an approximation of b be expressible in relative terms. 

First, one bas 

l!<xk) - ~(xk) I s IA - A I lxk I + lb - b I; (3.5) 

l rA 
and, since lxk-x*I SIA- IIF(xk)l and lbl S !Allx*! S e:/?:(A)IF(:xk)I, 

r 
IA- Allxkl + fb - b Is (l + E::)[ IA -Al IA-

1
1 +K(A) Ji;' - b I lb l+J IF(1ic)I, (3.6) 

"1bere the superscript "+" denotes pseudo-inverse, i.e .• lb I+= 0 if b = 0 

_and lbl+=lbl-l otherwise. ·It follows from (3.6) that 

IF ( xk) - F ( xk) I s (l + : : ) [ I A - A I I A- l I + K (A) It - b II b I + J I F ( xk) I • (3 .7) 

~ow, to bound N(xk), we make from here on the assumptions of Moler 

(1967) that ne:
2 

S 0.1 and 1.06(1 + E:
1

) S 1.2 and obtain from tbe inequality 

precerlinf his (7). p. 318. that 

(3 .8) 

...... 
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Usiog the triangle ioequality, (3.5), and (3.6), one sees from (3.8) 

that 

IN ( xk ) I S e: 
1 

I F ( xk) I + l. 2 e: 
2 

I b I + l. 2 ( D + 2 ) e: 2 I A I I xk I 

+ [e:1 +l.2(o+2)e:
2
J(IA-Al lxkl + lb-bl) 

S {[ e: l + l • 2 ( n + 3) (l + :r A/€ l ) E: 2K (A) J 
(3. 9) 

+ [t::
1 

+ l.2(n + 2h
2

JC1 + :rA/t::
1
)[ IA - Al IA-

1 1 + K(A) lb -b I lb I+]} IF(xk) I. 

From (3.4), (3.7), and (3.9), one obtains the following: 

€F = [t::l + l.2(n+3)(1+:rA/t::l)e:l(A)] 

+ [l + e:
1 

+ l.2(n+·2)t::
2

](1+:rA/t::
1

)[1A-AIIA-ll 

+ K(A)l'b-bllbl+J. 

(3.10) 

To proceed toward a detailed statement of the convergence proper

ties of Iteration 3.l. we define fo:r convenience 

. . ... -1 . + 
't' = [l + e:

1 
+ l.2(n+2)e:2J[IA-AIIA I+ K(A)l'b-bllbl J; 

c
1 

= cr{[e:
1 

+ l.2(n+3)€
2
K(A) + 't']IB-1 11AI + pK(B)e

1
1B-

1AI} 

+ (l + e:1)1I - B-1AI; 

C = l + ..Q:.[l.2(n+3)e:
2

K(A) + -rJIB- 1 11AI. 
2 El 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

With p and e:F given by (3.3) and (3.10), :respectively, (3.2) becomes 

.... 

• 

It 
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(3.15) 

Note tbat in order for (3 .15) to be satisfied, it 1.s necessary that 

Our results for Iteration 3 .1 i.n the above context are stated in 

the following theorem, the proof of wbicb is mediate from the preced

ing discussion. 

Theoi-e;m l • .2. Let p be such that p€
1

K(B) < l and let er, -r. c·
1

• and C,2 be 

defined by (3.11)-(3.14). ~or any x
0

, the iterates {xk} produced by 

-1 
Iteration 3.1 • .;ith IB akl ~ p£

1
K(B) and II"'kl ~ £

1
• are well-defined 

* and satisfy the following: If c
1 

< l and r A< r A = (l - c
1

) /C
2 

and if 

€ 1 lx*I s; rAlxk-x*I for some k, then lxk+l-x*I S: (c1 +c2rA)lxk-x*I. 

We conclude .. ith some remarks about Theorem 3.2. Under the assUIDp

tion of the theorem, if c
1 

<land rA <r: = (l-c
1
)/c

2
, then eventually a 

relative bound ... 

-will be achieved for some k (provided x* = 0) .. 

. . . 

Note . in particular that 

tµe infimum of such relative bounds is i
1
/r: and that the q-linear con-

* vergence rate constant (c
1 

+c
2
rA) approaches 1 as rA approaches rA. 

Also. c
1 

and c2 both decrease as . £ 2 is decr~ased; therefore. greater 

rates of improvement and greater limiting accuracies can be obtained 

with smaller values of £
2

• Of course. the practical worth of taking £
2 

to be anything other than either £
1 

or the double precision choice 

£
2 

= £i is questionable in most situations because of the cost of doing 

so. Bo .. ever, it is not difficult to imagine circumstances (especially 

-· 
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in the case of iterative refinement as considered by Holer. in which 

A = B = A and b = b ) such that a very small choice of £
2 

results in 

much faster convergence and much greater limiting accuracy being assured 

by Theorem 3 .2 than the choices £
2 
= €

1 
and €

2 
= Ei. 

We "Wish to thank Richard Byrd for goading us into this research. 

Since "We obtained these results in the summer of 1982, we bave had the 

benefit of discussing them with too many c~lleagues to name. Such dis

cussions, especially with Trend Steibaug and Richard Tapia. were a great 

help in formulating the results to better communicate their implica-

tions. 
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